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Software development power with Neoxen QX
Framework 5.2 and Neoxen Qwined 5.2

Neoxen Systems, an internationally operating software vendor and
consulting company has today released Release 5.2 of their Neoxen
QX development platform with Neoxen Qwined programmers’ editor. 

“Release 5.2 is a remarkable upgrade with multiple new enhancements
to user interface components and added functionality to the server
components”, says Esa Tervo, Chief Executive Officer at Neoxen
Systems. The new features include restructured functionality, such as
Centralized Configuration Management featuring transparent
parameter storage and sharing between Windows Registry,
initialization files and databases, Inet Server Framework and
embedded HTTP daemon with HTTP 1.1, basic authentication, SSL and
full CGI support.

In parallel Neoxen Systems released also another remarkable product
- Neoxen Qwined Release 5.2 based on Neoxen QX Framework. This
fully-featured developer's editor supports syntax highlighting for over
twenty programming languages and configuration file formats out of
the box. It has a built-in and customizable word and symbol auto
completion for Windows and Web development, code folding, theme
support and much more. “It can be extended easily by third parties 
and it can be localized virtually to any language. Neoxen Qwined offers
much more than it demands. With its rich set of features it is a flexible
tool to ease everyday development work”, Esa Tervocontinues.

Neoxen QX Framework is a powerful toolkit for rapid production of
system software components and distributed multi-tier business
applications for Microsoft Windows operating systems. It provides
an internationalized small-footprint foundation, which drastically
shortens design and implementation time and significantly reduces the
overall project and development costs.
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Neoxen QX Framework is designed for project groups, systems
integrators and independent software vendors for rapid system
software development. Neoxen Professional Services uses it as a
foundation technology in all the customer projects requiring a robust,
high-performance platform.

Neoxen QX Framework Release 5.2 is available directly from the
Neoxen Web Store and Neoxen Qwined 5.2 is available for free from
Neoxen Downloads site.

For more information about availability, licensing, upgrade policy and
other sales related matters, please contact sales@neoxen.com.
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About the Company

Neoxen Systems is an internationally operating software vendor and consulting
company producing intelligent software solutions and process improvement tools
that enable our users to innovate and create system software and business
applications with extreme ease and efficiency. Our royalty free software solutions
based on our award winning Neoxen® technology are used to design, implement,
build and distribute applications for in-house and commercial use. In addition we
provide Professional Services for our corporate customers, including consultancy,
implementation, integration, customization and training.

The vision of Neoxen Systems is to enable a new era in software technology, where
our customers have the freedom to instantly create applications, deploy them on any
platform, and integrate and manage them across the enterprise. The Global Village
needs solutions to help its people to work more efficiently and faster with less effort
than ever before.
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